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FILTHY PICTURES

"We have met the enemy, and he is us." - Rogers

Quite playing "smaa-cooon," Rogers, the Turkey, ogni second
and Rose and see your Good Will.
Get a list of the Big Rubens in
your area, shove them, destroy them,
and above all, try to tell them:
Walk, ride, but no carpool. Be
come a friendly neighbor and un
freeze people.
Consumption of paper is in
creasing 3 times faster then popula

LIBRARY

Use Libraries
Take a basket to market (don't
buy a throwaway one there),
remove all scarce packaging at
market. Pull all those ridiculous
practically useless amounts of ad
vertising paper, setting them not to

Write on the unused side of use
statery:
Shape a newspaper with a friend
Lick your fingers
Buy bottled milk
Regrope one-way bottles, especi
ally on bequests in summer.
Use 100% biodegradable prod
ucts
Build compost heaps: they are
renourishing. Eternally.
Put a brick in your toilet sitter:
we flush too much.
Shower with a friend or both
with several.
Reduce to pay taxes that go
deadly: a very large percentage of
the Federal Budget is going for past,
present and future wars.
Do not buy pesticides, sell
"Pet Strips", free dollars.
Get a live Christmas tree this
year, one less from the automobile
industry.
Put the current mess in a paper
envelope:
Chicken Little, the sky is
falling!

CALLY FREDD

Manson sentenced to death

A Majestic City

By Pat Frezen

Intersperse is not a fig
In the heart of your
Like the Victoria Square
Abandoned.
-the ultimate expression of
the national moral
Outrageous is the touch
stone of the nation
and the moral mountain
In fact, one of the things
as our Indigenous peoples
understanding and
and its people
-our social and economic
involvement is the
acceptance of the
counterparts of our individual
struggles.
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FISHING

PROTEST PLAN

ADELAIDE TODAY: The protest against the proposed sale to the United States of a nuclear reactor operated by the South African Atomic Energy Commission (AECL) has been named for the first time by the organizers of the peace demonstration. The protest, which is set for the weekend, is expected to attract thousands of people. The organizers say they are determined to make their voices heard and to make the world aware of the dangers posed by nuclear power. The protest is part of a larger movement against nuclear power, which has gained momentum in recent years.

The Inside Story

PM MURDER!

CANBERRA MOURNS TRAGEDY

CON-BURRA, TODAY — The Prime Minister, Mr. Billy McMahen, today murdered a poor defenceless worm while digging in his garden.

The R.S.P.C.A. was immediately informed by the worm’s mate, and throughout the city each worm was stunned in shock and stupor. Including politicians.

Stop, actually that’s what you’d have to be (as it stupid, I never saw how to get anywhere) to take any notice at all of all the ridiculous headlines that “PM MURDER!” tries to use you with every day.

I mean, of all the things they talk about are meaningful anyway, and the only important ones are all right. One can see in the headline what’s what in the world. The worm was just a worm at the end of the day. At least the worm is not bothered by the newspapers. They just make it look good to get the worm out of the hand. The worm is what they’re always talking about. It’s a good idea to get the worm out of the hand. It’s a good idea to get the worm out of the hand. It’s a good idea to get the worm out of the hand.